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International
Women’s
Day
celebration at ARIBAS, New Vallabh
VidyanagarInternational
Women’s
Day
celebration is organized by Women
Cell on Wednesday, 10th March 2015.
Three of ARIBAS Girls have shared
their views on current issues of
“Women Education” and the past
and present statues of women in
Indian society. IGBT Girl Students Ms.
Janushi Modi and Ms. Krishna
Saraiya had explained the necessity
and effect of Women education in
Indian
Society.
They
have
represented the statistical data about
status of girl education in different
states of India. They have emphasized
that it’s a moral duty of each girl to
create awareness about need of
women education in the society for
encouragement of woman’s status in
the society. And they ended their
presentation with a quote saying
“Every man needs a women when his
life is a mess, because just like in a
game of chess, the Queen protects the
King “
Ms. Monika Patel IGBT 6th semester
has deliver a talk on ‘Women
empowerment’ and stated that
woman is entitled to live with dignity
and in freedom from want and from
fear. She has added that women
having hidden potential within her,
only there is need to identify it. She

has explained the components of
women empowerment and stated
that a single strategy cannot
empower women but it is a
continuous process and there has to
be continuous addition to this
process by women herself.

She also emphasized that education is
the most important factor for any
empowerment and a powerful
intellect is necessary for this purpose
and there by suggested that the
students should inculcate the habit of
acquiring knowledge through cocurriculum reading.
She also narrated that the important
point for women empowerment is
having information that helps in
understanding,
analyzing
the
situations and aids in developing
creativity. The talk was attended by
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faculties, non-teaching
students of ARIBAS.

staff

and

Gyan Forum programme in ARIBAS,
New Vallabh VidyanagarIn accordance to increase other
knowledge in students with study
Gyan Foram has arranged a program
on 13th March-2015, in which a talk
by
experts
from
MYCrave

consultancies
and
services
delivered. Mr. Dhruv and Ms. Pooja
Menon from the MYCrave share their
knowledge on Patents, trademark
and copyright. Mr. Dhruv and Ms.
Pooja explained basics of Patent,
what is patentable, role of Patent in
students life, value of patent. Recent
controversies with crazy examples,
detailed procedure and about the
content of patent filing. They have
shared their knowledge on basics of
copy right about detailed procedure
of copy right. With that Ms. Pooja
explained basics of trade mark, types
and classes of trademark. She also
explained what is effectiveness and
usefulness of trade mark with detail
procedure. It was an interactive
lecture with the students, students
enhance
their
knowledge.
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